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Introduction and summary

These days, foreign policy and national security publications are filled with stark warn-
ings about the demise of the U.S.-led rules-based international order—the system of 
global alliances and institutions that helped advance peace and prosperity for America 
and its allies in the aftermath of World War II. The Brexit vote in the United Kingdom; 
the election of President Donald Trump in the United States; new protest movements 
against global capitalism; the increasing strength of right-wing, anti-immigrant parties 
in Europe; and the rising power of nondemocratic regimes in China, Russia, and else-
where are all seen as clear evidence that the old system of international relations is col-
lapsing and may be permanently broken.1 With the post-war order under assault from 
both the nationalist right and the anti-imperialist left, observers fear that it is devolving 
into a fractured system of uncooperative nations led by populist or anti-democratic 
forces pursuing parochial interests while stoking hostility toward outsiders and foster-
ing distrust of collective global action.

But are voters in Western societies experiencing a genuine attitudinal break with the old 
democratic order, or rather, are they going through a corrective period based on years of 
pent-up frustrations about economic and social conditions that have yet to improve?

Scholars and analysts have put forth numerous explanations for the ongoing disrup-
tion of global politics, ranging from middle class concerns about economic inequality 
and diminished social mobility to rising political tribalism and declining trust in major 
institutions.2 Behind each of these theories lie assumptions about voter attitudes driv-
ing the chaos seen in international affairs: Voters are angry and fearful. Voters dislike 
politicians and government. Voters are worried about uncontrolled immigration and 
increasing diversity. Social solidarity across groups is less important to voters than per-
sonal economic security. Liberal values of tolerance, pluralism, and individual liberty 
have given way to in-group loyalty, mutual suspicion, and support for anti-democratic 
solutions among key voting blocs. Failed military interventions have driven wide-
spread skepticism about the use of force. Intergenerational unity and consensus remain 
elusive, as younger voters hold far different social values and norms about democracy 
and the economy than their elder peers.
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Many of these assumptions about attitudinal trends are certainly true, particularly 
those related to voter anger, distrust of institutions, and concerns about the global 
economy and recent military actions.3 But much remains unexplored in terms of 
what voters believe and what they want their leaders to focus on today, particularly 
in the United States.

In the U.S. context, some of the important questions without clear answers include: 
Do voters want the United States to be more or less involved in solving global chal-
lenges and, if more involved, on which issues and in what manner? How do domestic 
priorities connect to international and security ones, if at all? What is the desired 
balance between military and nonmilitary action? Are there significant partisan divi-
sions on foreign policy, and if so, is there any room for consensus across party lines? 
Do younger voters hold different priorities and values on foreign policy and national 
security issues than do older voters?

To better understand what precisely is motivating American voters today, the Center 
for American Progress, along with partners at public opinion research and strategic 
consulting firm GBAO, devised a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative research 
program to get at these and other questions about the fundamental values, beliefs, 
and priorities undergirding U.S. voter opinion on foreign policy and national security 
issues. Our goal with this particular project is not to advocate specific policy solu-
tions or ideas but rather to get a clear reading about voters’ views in a number of areas. 
We hope that this far-reaching examination of voter attitudes will be of use to other 
researchers, practitioners, and policy makers as they devise their approaches to impor-
tant foreign policy and national security issues.

Methodology and findings

Phase one of the study began in January 2019 with focus groups among a cross section 
of voters in Atlanta, Georgia, and Detroit, Michigan, followed by an online discussion 
with middle-of-the-road voters from across the country over several days to explore 
these issues in more depth. (see text box for methodological overview) 
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The qualitative research revealed important gaps in voters’ basic understanding of U.S. 
foreign policy objectives and widespread confusion about what the nation is trying to 
achieve in the world. Voters in focus groups did not see an overarching principle, ratio-
nale, or clear set of goals in U.S. foreign policy. Questions emerged along the lines of: 
Why are we in the Middle East and not dealing with Russia and China? What exactly did 
we gain from years of war in Iraq and Afghanistan? Why can’t we balance our economic 
dealings with other countries to better benefit U.S. workers and businesses? Several 
participants wondered why the United States does not have a plan for economic and 
political success in the world like they perceive China and other competitors do. 

Likewise, traditional language from foreign policy experts about “fighting authori-
tarianism and dictatorship,” “promoting democracy,” or “working with allies and 
the international community” uniformly fell flat with voters in our groups. Some 
participants questioned the idea that an international community actually exists. 

Methodological overview
GBAO conducted qualitative and quantitative research to support CAP’s exploration of public opinion on foreign policy. 

The qualitative phase included two parts: focus groups in Atlanta and Detroit, followed by an online QualBoard, a 

multiday discussion of the issues with voters from across the country. 

Atlanta focus groups, conducted January 7, 2019:
Group 1: College educated, Republican-leaning  

men who support free trade

Group 2: Younger voters ages 28–36 who identify  

as Independents or weak partisans

Group 3: College educated Democrats who closely  

follow foreign policy news

Detroit focus groups, conducted January 9, 2019:
Group 1: Noncollege educated, Republican-leaning 

women who express isolationist views

Group 2: Younger voters ages 19–27 who identify  

as Independents or weak partisans

Group 3: Noncollege educated Democrats

The Qualboard was conducted January 15–17, 2019, and consisted of 28 participants who engaged in two sessions of 

questions and online conversation per day over a three-day period. All participants were registered voters who identify 

as Independents (21 out of 28) or weak partisans (3 weak Democrats, 4 weak Republicans) and who indicated that 

they closely follow foreign policy news. All participants were recruited from an online panel of registered voters and 

represent a mix of geographic areas, gender, race, age, and educational attainment.

The quantitative phase consisted of a poll of 2,000 registered voters that took place from February 25 to March 3, 

2019. The poll was conducted online, using multiple nonprobability-based, opt-in web panels to balance out biases 

in any one-sample source. Sample demographics were balanced and weighted to match population estimates of 

registered voters from the U.S. Census Bureau’s November 2016 Current Population Survey. Interviews were conducted 

in English with self-identified registered voters.
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Democracy promotion reminded others of the 2003 Iraq War and the failures of 
the George W. Bush administration. When asked what the phrase “maintaining the 
liberal international order” indicated to them, all but one of the participants in our 
focus groups drew a blank. Voters across educational lines simply did not under-
stand what any of these phrases and ideas meant or implied.

Subsequently, voters across party lines in our groups tried to make sense of a confusing 
set of issues by deferring to known mental models and shorthands based on their own 
personal values and experiences, such as: We should look out for ourselves first, then 
help others; we should be stronger and stop being weak; or we can’t do everything on 
our own, and we need to work with others to get things done. Given basic confusion 
about foreign policy, numerous voters in the focus groups and the online discussion 
reacted favorably to core elements of “America First” nationalism, primarily notions that 
the United States should stop being the world’s policeman and that it should focus more 
on its own problems rather than worrying about what is happening in other countries.

These qualitative findings, along with new concepts and theories, were then tested in 
phase two of the study: a nationally representative online survey of 2,000 registered 
voters conducted in February and March 2019. The results of the national survey are 
presented in detail in later sections of this report.

The national survey provides overwhelming evidence that American voters want 
the United States to be “strong at home” first and foremost to help it compete in the 
world. Voters across demographic lines express a clear desire for more investment 
in U.S. infrastructure, health care, and education—and less of an exclusive focus on 
military and defense spending—as part of a revamped foreign policy approach that 
gets America ready to compete with other countries. Large percentages of voters want 
the government to focus on “our own problems” as a means for bolstering America’s 
position economically and politically, especially in the face of rising challenges from 
nations such as Russia and China.

The findings in this survey suggest that American voters are not isolationist. Rather, 
voters are more accurately described as supporting “restrained engagement” in inter-
national affairs—a strategy that favors diplomatic, political, and economic actions over 
military action when advancing U.S. interests in the world. American voters want their 
political leaders to make more public investments in the American people in order to 
compete in the world and to strike the right balance abroad after more than a decade of 
what they see as military overextension.
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In contrast to much of the debate among political leaders and foreign policy experts 
today, voters in this survey express little interest in the processes and tactics of for-
eign policy or the workings of international alliances and institutions. They generally 
support cooperation and engagement with allies, but these are not top-tier objec-
tives on their own.

At the most basic level, voters want U.S. foreign policy and national security policies to 
focus on two concrete goals: protecting the U.S. homeland and its people from exter-
nal threats—particularly terrorist attacks—and protecting jobs for American workers. 
They also support efforts to protect U.S. democracy from foreign interference, advance 
common goals with allies, and promote equal rights in other countries. But these are 
second-order preferences. In the hierarchy of concerns about foreign policy, terrorism 
and a strong economy are more immediate issues for voters than are efforts to advance 
democratic values around the world.

In the political arena, President Trump receives poor marks from American voters for his 
foreign policy stewardship—worse than his overall job approval ratings—although he 
performs better on the economy. Despite Trump’s unpopularity, several of the nationalist 
ideas embedded in his “America First” vision—including placing U.S. problems above 
those in other countries and making allies pay their fair share for security—receive strong 
support from his most ardent backers and the Republican base and lower but noticeable 
support from Independent and Democratic voters. His restrictive views on immigration, 
however, produce major divisions between Republican and Democratic voters, who 
remain far apart in their prioritization of immigration as an issue and on the scope of 
what they see as the appropriate U.S. response.

In terms of other countries, China is overwhelmingly viewed as America’s top com-
petitor. Voters express a clear desire for a cautious approach to dealing with China, 
and pluralities of voters favor steps to defuse tensions and increase cooperation on 
political and economic grounds. Russia is viewed mostly as an enemy of the United 
States, but voters also prefer more caution than confrontation in dealing with Russia. 
Voters overwhelmingly reject putting military action on the table in dealing with 
both China and Russia. Although few participants in our focus groups said they were 
following the Mueller investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 elections, the 
survey shows that many voters believe protecting U.S. democracy from foreign inter-
ference should be a top foreign policy goal. 

The study finds significant generational and partisan divides across multiple measures 
tested, including foreign policy goals, priorities, and beliefs about international engage-
ment; the use of force; climate change and poverty; and “America First” attitudes.
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Younger voters are much less committed to traditional international and military 
engagement than are their elder cohorts, and they are more in favor of global action on 
issues such as climate change, human rights, and basic living standards for all people. 
Younger voters are also far less committed than older voters to several “America First” 
sentiments, particularly those related to trade and immigration. At the same time, 
the survey finds that many Generation Z and Millennial voters hold no strong views 
whatsoever about any foreign policy or national security issue. Many of these young-
est voters are entirely disengaged from foreign policy and national security news and 
debates and consequently hold few strong opinions on many issues.

In the partisan context, Democratic voter priorities lean more toward nonmilitary 
global action on issues such as combating climate change and reducing poverty, while 
Republican voter priorities are much more focused on stopping terrorist threats and 
reducing illegal immigration.

However, in perhaps the most important findings in the survey, voters across genera-
tional and partisan lines strongly desire more domestic investment in infrastructure, 
health care, and education to increase the United States’ global competitiveness 
rather than merely increasing military and defense spending. Voters across party lines 
also strongly agree that the United States faces new threats—including cyberattacks, 
chemical weapons, and drones—that require coordinated military and intelligence 
efforts with other countries.

None of these well-supported areas for action receive much public focus from foreign 
policy decision-makers and political leaders today, reflecting the divide between elite 
discourse and voter opinion on national security and global affairs issues.

The study also highlights how engagement with foreign policy news and develop-
ments, as well as measures of social trust—perceptions about the trustworthi-
ness and reliability of other people—and media viewership, connect to a range of 
attitudes. Voters with low levels of foreign policy engagement and low social trust 
express much lower levels of strong agreement with statements about U.S. leader-
ship in the world and multilateral actions to fight climate change and poverty and 
higher levels of agreement with actions focusing on home and domestic problems 
first. In addition, regular Fox News viewers express much higher levels of agreement 
than do non-Fox viewers on issues related to military engagement and prioritizing 
military spending, as well as on “America First” sentiments. 
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Another important observation from the project is that many of the categories and 
labels used in the past to describe different foreign policy camps no longer apply. 
Terms used to describe voters’ beliefs such as neoconservative, liberal intervention-
ist, or isolationist do not adequately capture the complexity of attitudes and values 
that emerged in this project. 

Based on responses to questions about goals, priorities, and attitudes tested through-
out the survey, our project divided the electorate into four distinct groupings. 
One-third of American voters fall into what we label the “Trump nationalist” camp. 
Composed heavily but not exclusively of Republicans and regular Fox News viewers, 
this group is strongly in favor of prioritizing military spending and strongly against 
immigration and the United States acting as the world’s policeman.

Balancing this nationalist bloc are two kinds of voters more open to U.S. engage-
ment in the world: “traditional internationalists” and “global activists.” A little less 
than one-fifth of the electorate, including a mix of Republican and Democratic, 
mostly older voters, may be described as “traditional internationalists.” These voters 
are the strongest believers in international engagement in a general sense and are the 
most committed to U.S. leadership in the world. Just less than 3 in 10 voters occupy 
what we call the “global activist” camp, a group that is heavily Democratic, very 
liberal, and well-educated. This group strongly favors diplomacy over military action 
and is very supportive of cooperative global actions on issues such as climate change, 
human rights, and poverty.

The final segment of the electorate—a little more than one-fifth—form the “foreign 
policy disengaged” bloc: Disproportionately younger, less educated, and less atten-
tive to international developments, these voters lack strong opinions on most foreign 
policy issues and ideas.

These new categories described above should be just the start of a deeper and longer 
exploration of how U.S. public attitudes on foreign policy and national security have 
changed in the past decade. Given the dynamic and complicated geopolitical environ-
ment—and the shifting nature of American politics—it is likely that more major shifts 
in attitudes will be seen in the years to come.

But for now, American voters do not desire a full retreat from global affairs. They want 
to work with U.S. allies and international institutions to solve global challenges but 
only if the nation is also committed to putting its domestic house in order. They want 
to know that the United States is focused on its own economic and security needs first 
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before tackling global problems it cannot control. Voters desire protection above other 
foreign policy goals—protection from harm and protection of U.S. jobs—and favor 
investment in domestic infrastructure and economic opportunities.

Put simply: American voters believe that America needs to be strong at home in 
order to be strong in the world.

This report is divided into several sections that can be read together or separately, 
including: the larger national and political landscape of voter views on foreign policy; 
voter goals and priorities for foreign policy; basic views about U.S. leadership and val-
ues; 20 attitudes defining voters’ foreign policy worldviews; social trust and Fox News 
effects on foreign policy views; profiles of the major groups in the electorate; and voter 
perceptions about which countries are America’s friends, enemies, and competitors. 
The full topline results, broken out by generation, are posted separately on the Center 
for American Progress website, and the full dataset is on file with the authors.
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Summary of major findings

The Center for American Progress, in conjunction with GBAO, set out to better 
understand how voters today think about foreign policy and national security issues 
across a range of topics. Major findings from a nationally representative online poll 
of 2,000 registered voters that we conducted in February and March 2019 are dis-
cussed in the sections below.

Understanding of U.S. foreign policy goals and attention to news

• As indicated in focus groups, the survey finds high levels of uncertainty among 
voters about U.S. foreign policy goals. Decades after the end of the Cold War and 
18 years after the terrorist attacks on the United States on 9/11, many voters want 
to know: What exactly are we trying to accomplish as a nation? 

Asked to choose which of two statements comes closer to their own view, only a 
slight majority of voters, 51 percent, report, “I generally have a good understand-
ing of our foreign policy goals and what the United States is trying to accomplish 
internationally,” while 43 percent say, “I am generally confused by our foreign policy 
goals and don’t really understand what the United States is trying to accomplish in 
its dealings with the rest of the world,” and another 6 percent are not sure.

Significant education differences emerge on this question. Nearly 6 in 10 college 
educated voters, those with a 4-year degree or higher, feel they generally have 
a good understanding of foreign policy goals, while 39 percent of these voters 
say they are generally confused. In comparison, only 47 percent of noncollege 
educated voters, those without a 4-year degree, say they have a good handle on 
what the United States is seeking to do with its foreign policy, with a nearly equal 
proportion, 46 percent, saying they are confused. 
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• In terms of foreign policy news, voters are somewhat split on how much attention 
they pay to international developments. Fifty-six percent of voters overall report 
that in a given week they either pay “a great deal” or “quite a bit” of attention to 
news and developments related to U.S. foreign policy and national security issues, 
while 44 percent say that their attention amounts to “some,” “not too much,” or 
“almost none” on these matters in a given week.

Democrats and Republicans report nearly identical levels of high attention (“a great 
deal” or “quite a bit”)—57 percent and 58 percent, respectively—with Independent 
voters well below at 43 percent.

A noticeable gender gap emerges on voter attention to news and developments on 
foreign policy and national security: 66 percent of men say they pay “a great deal” or 
“quite a bit” of attention to foreign policy news each week, compared with only 46 
percent of women.

Top voter goals and priorities for foreign policy

• Concerns about protecting the country from attacks and terrorism clearly dominate 
other important goals in voters’ minds. Nearly 90 percent of American voters say 
that “protecting the U.S. homeland from enemy attacks and terrorism” should be 
either a top or very important goal of U.S. foreign policy, with a full 63 percent of 
voters saying it should a top priority.

None of the other goals measured independently in the survey approaches this level 
of top priority in voters’ minds. Forty-six percent of voters say that “protecting our 
democracy from foreign interference” should be a top priority, and 40 percent feel 
similarly about a goal of “ensuring that U.S. workers have good jobs and high wages.”

At the bottom of the list of top priorities, 27 percent of voters overall believe that 
“fighting for equal rights for women, racial and ethnic minorities, and people of 
different faith traditions” should be a top priority goal, and only 19 percent feel simi-
larly about “promoting democracy and democratic values around the globe.”

• Asked to choose the three most important foreign policy priorities over the next five 
years from a specific list, “protecting against terrorist threats from groups like ISIS 
or al-Qaeda” ranks at the top of the list, chosen by 40 percent of voters, followed 
closely by “protecting jobs for American workers” at 36 percent and “reducing illegal 
immigration” at 35 percent.
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The study finds significant generational and partisan divides on issue priorities for 
the next five years, with younger voters and Democrats placing a much higher pre-
mium on combating global climate change and less of a priority on reducing illegal 
immigration than do older voters and Republicans. 

Views of U.S. leadership in the world

• American voters have not rejected traditional internationalism, but they are clearly 
weary after decades of military intervention in the Middle East and desire more 
focus on domestic investments in infrastructure, education, and health care at home.

Voters are essentially divided, however, about the basic role of U.S. leadership in the 
world. Asked which statement comes closer to their view, a slight majority of voters, 
51 percent, believe, “America is stronger when we take a leading role in the world to 
protect our national interests and advance common goals with other allies,” versus 
44 percent who believe the opposite, that “America is stronger when we focus on 
our own problems instead of inserting ourselves in other countries’ problems,” with 
another 5 percent of voters not sure either way.

• In addition, voters express skepticism about claims that U.S. ideals and norms apply 
widely around the world. Asked, “Do you think American values like democracy are 
universal to all people, regardless of country, or do you think they only apply to certain 
people and in certain parts of the world?”, only 45 percent of voters believe these values 
are universal, while 55 percent say they are confined to certain parts of the world.

20 attitudes defining voters’ foreign policy views

• The core of the survey comprises 20 attitudinal questions broken into four 
separate groupings related to: U.S. leadership in the world, the use of force, 
multilateral actions on global issues, and “America First” ideas. Voters were asked 
to rate each statement independently on a zero to 10 scale, with zero indicating 
that a respondent strongly disagrees with a statement and 10 meaning that a voter 
strongly agrees with a statement.

At the top of list—with 68 percent of voters strongly agreeing (a rating of 8–10) 
and a mean score of 8.2—is the idea: “In order to remain competitive in the world, 
the United States must invest more to improve our own infrastructure, education, 
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and health care, not just increase military and defense spending.” At the very bot-
tom of the list—with only 33 percent of voters strongly agreeing and a mean score 
of just 5.9—is the inverse notion: “The United States must prioritize spending for 
the military and defense, even if it means making cuts in other areas.”

Sixty-three percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters strongly agree with this top-
rated statement about domestic investment, along with 65 percent of Generation 
X voters and 73 percent of Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters. Likewise, 74 
percent of Democrats; 64 percent of Independents; and 62 percent of Republicans 
express strong agreement with the idea of domestic investment to bolster America’s 
global competitiveness.

• As a complement to investing at home to make us more competitive globally, there 
is also broad agreement among voters about the importance of new threats in the 
world. Ranking second on the list, with 64 percent of voters strongly agreeing and a 
mean score of 8, is the statement: “Today, the United States faces new threats, such 
as cyberattacks, chemical weapons, and drones, that require coordinated military 
and intelligence efforts with governments across the world.” Sixty-two percent of 
Democrats, 52 percent of Independents, and 71 percent of Republicans strongly 
agree with a focus on emerging threats, as do majorities of Generation Z/Millennial 
voters at 53 percent, Generation X voters at 56 percent, and Baby Boomer/Silent 
Generation voters at 78 percent.

• Voters from the two major parties depart significantly from one another on 
statements related to prioritizing military spending, use of force, and international 
treaties and institutions. Some of the starkest partisan divides arise on core 
components of President Trump’s “America First” approach.

More than three-quarters of Republicans strongly agree with a very restrictive view 
on immigration—“In order to protect our country, we must secure our borders and 
put strong limits on both legal and illegal immigration”—compared with just one-
fifth of Democrats. More than two-thirds of Republicans strongly believe, “For too 
long, the United States has let other nations take advantage of us in terms of global 
trade and economic policies,” versus around one-fifth of Democrats.

• Democrats and Independents do report more agreement with some aspects of 
Trump’s nationalism, though at lower levels than his most ardent backers. Forty-one 
percent of Democrats and 55 percent of Independents strongly agree that “we should 
focus more on helping people here at home instead of getting involved in trying 
to help people in other parts of the world,” along with 62 percent of Republicans. 
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Forty-percent of Democrats also strongly agree that “other countries should pay more 
for their own security needs and stop expecting the United States to be the world’s 
policeman,” along with strong majorities of both Independents, at 55 percent, and 
Republicans, at 74 percent.

Social trust and Fox News effects

• Social trust indicators, first developed by the Pew Research Center, are also related to 
several dimensions of foreign policy engagement and attitudes in this survey.4 Voters 
with “high” social trust report higher levels of attention to foreign policy news and 
developments, higher levels of perceived personal impact and connections to people 
in other countries, and higher levels of agreement that U.S values are universal than 
do voters with “low” social trust. Voters with high social trust are also in much 
stronger agreement with ideas about U.S. leadership in the world and the need for 
international cooperation. Conversely, voters with low social trust are more likely to 
score highly on a number of “America First” sentiments.

• Regular Fox News viewers are twice as likely as non-Fox viewers to score highly on 
our military engagement index—44 percent versus 22 percent, respectively—and 
nearly twice as likely to score highly on the “America First” index—50 percent versus 
26 percent, respectively. (A high score on an index represents an 8 or greater average 
response across several statements in each category.)

The strongest relationship between Fox News viewership and foreign policy atti-
tudes, however, is on the issue of immigration: 71 percent of regular Fox News view-
ers strongly agree that “in order to protect our country, we must secure our borders 
and put strong limits on both legal and illegal immigration,” compared with only 46 
percent of voters overall.

Views of other countries

• The survey asked voters to rate a series of countries or group of countries as mostly 
a friend, mostly an enemy, or mostly a competitor of the United States. The “mostly 
a friend” list is topped by the United Kingdom at 81 percent, followed by France at 
70 percent, Germany at 61 percent, Israel at 61 percent, the European Union at 56 
percent, and Japan at 56 percent. 
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The “mostly an enemy” list is dominated by North Korea, at 76 percent, and Iran, at 
71 percent, with Russia, at 57 percent, also being designated as mostly an enemy of 
the United States by a majority of voters. Thirty-six percent of voters describe Saudi 
Arabia as mostly an enemy of the United States as well.

China overwhelmingly emerges as America’s chief competitor in voters’ minds. Fifty-
six percent of voters say China is mostly a competitor of the United States—the only 
nation labeled as “mostly a competitor” by a majority of voters.

• Despite Russia being viewed as mostly an enemy of the United States and China 
being seen as the United States’ chief global competitor, American voters strongly 
desire more caution in dealing with both of these countries and firmly reject a 
primarily military-based response.
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National and political landscape  
of voter views on foreign policy 

To examine the background for public discussions about foreign policy and national 
security policies, the study explored several dimensions of voter opinion on matters 
including job performance and assessment of President Trump’s leadership on these 
issues; voter engagement with foreign policy news and the primary sources for this 
information; and the perceived personal impact of foreign policy decisions made by 
the government.

These larger perceptions in turn shape a range of specific beliefs on international engage-
ment, the use of force, global activism, and “America First” sentiments. In general, voters 
with higher levels of attention to foreign policy news and greater belief that foreign policy 
decisions affect their own lives express stronger support for U.S. leadership, measured use 
of force, and multilateral actions on key global issues. Conversely, voters who score low 
on both attention and perceived personal impact report greater ambivalence and lower 
levels of strong support on statements about international engagement, as well as higher 
levels of strong agreement with “America First” sentiments.

How is President Trump doing in terms of his leadership on foreign policy? Not well, 
according to most voters in the survey.

As Figure 1 shows, President Trump’s overall job approval rating remains negative, 
with 42 percent of voters approving of his job in office compared with 58 percent who 
disapprove of his performance. Trump’s approval specifically on foreign policy is even 
lower at 40 percent. There are sharp partisan divisions on the president’s job approval 
on foreign policy, however, with 90 percent of Democratic voters disapproving of his 
performance and 78 percent of Republicans approving of his efforts on foreign policy. 
Only 9 percent of Democrats approve of the president’s handling of foreign policy, 
while nearly one-fifth of Republicans disapprove of his efforts.

Voter intensity on this question breaks heavily against the president: 70 percent 
of Democrats strongly disapprove of President Trump’s handling of foreign policy, 
while only 43 percent of Republicans strongly approve of his actions in office. 
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Independent voters clearly side with Democratic voter opinion on this front, with 
62 percent of Independents disapproving of Trump’s handling of foreign policy and 
34 percent approving.

President Trump receives slightly more positive ratings on trade policy and far more 
positive ratings for his handling of the economy. His approve-disapprove ratio on trade 
policy is 43 percent to 52 percent—a margin 7 percentage points stronger than his net 
overall job approval. Likewise, half of the national electorate approves of the presi-
dent’s economic stewardship, while 48 percent disapproves. Republicans overwhelm-
ingly approve of his handling of the economy at 88 percent, while nearly twice as many 
Democrats approve of his job on the economy as they do on foreign policy: 17 percent 
and 9 percent, respectively. Forty-five percent of Independents overall approve of 
President Trump’s performance on the economy, with a majority of Independent men, 
51 percent, rating his economic stewardship favorably.

The survey also assessed whether voters believe America is more or less respected 
globally under President Trump. Voters were presented with two statements about the 
president’s leadership and asked to choose which one comes closer to their views even if 
neither statement is exactly right. Only 31 percent of voters overall believe, “The United 
States is more respected around the world because of President Trump’s leadership,” ver-
sus 62 percent who believe, “Under President Trump, America is losing respect around 
the world and alienating historic allies,” with 7 percent not sure.

FIGURE 1

President Donald Trump faces low job approval overall 
and on foreign policy but performs better on the economy

Share of respondents who approve and disapprove of President Trump's performance in office

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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As Figure 2 shows, noticeable partisan and generational differences emerge on 
the question of whether the United States is more or less respected around the 
world under President Trump. Ninety percent of Democrats and 67 percent of 
Independents say America is less respected, while 61 percent of Republicans say it 
is more respected. Majorities of all generational groups say that the United States is 
less respected under President Trump, with perceptions of more respect rising with 
age, from 24 percent among Generation Z/Millennial voters to 29 percent among 
Generation X voters to 37 percent among Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters. 
Noncollege educated voters are also slightly more likely than college educated voters 
to see America gaining more respect under President Trump’s leadership rather than 
less: 33 percent versus 28 percent, respectively.

Turning to voters’ attention to foreign policy news, the study finds voters somewhat 
split on their self-reported attention to international developments. As Figure 3 high-
lights, 56 percent of voters report that in a given week they either pay “a great deal” or 
“quite a bit” of attention to news and developments related to U.S. foreign policy and 
national security issues, while 44 percent say that their attention amounts to “some,” 
“not too much,” or “almost none” on these matters in a given week.

FIGURE 2

Most groups believe that the United States is less respected 
under President Donald Trump's leadership 

Share of respondents, by category

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Democrats and Republicans report nearly identical levels of high attention—57 
percent and 58 percent, respectively—with Independent voters well below at 43 
percent. A noticeable gender gap emerges on voter attention to news about and 
developments in foreign policy and national security: 66 percent of men say they 
pay “a great deal” or “quite a bit” of attention to foreign policy news each week, 
compared with only 46 percent of women. Likewise, the oldest bloc in the elector-
ate, Baby Boomers and Silent Generation voters, report higher levels of weekly 
attention to news about foreign policy and national security than do their younger 
Generation Z, Millennial, and Generation X cohorts: 61 percent of Baby Boomer/
Silent Generation voters pay a great deal or quite a bit of attention to foreign policy 
news, compared with just more than half of voters in younger generations.

Education divides on attention to foreign policy and national security news are stark. 
Two-thirds of college educated voters report paying “a great deal” or “quite a bit” of 
attention to news of world events, with a full 42 percent of post-graduates paying “a 
great deal” of attention. In comparison, noncollege educated voters are split 50-50 on 
attention to news on international developments, with white noncollege educated 
women reporting the lowest level of engagement on foreign policy news of all racial 
and education groups examined at 45 percent.

FIGURE 3

Male, college-educated, and older voters report higher 
levels of engagement on issues of U.S. foreign policy  

Share of respondents who answered 'A great deal' or 'Quite a bit', by category

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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As mentioned above, voters with higher levels of attention to foreign policy news agree 
more strongly with a range of attitudinal statements related to U.S. leadership, military 
engagement, and multilateral actions than do those with lower levels of attention.

So where do voters get their information about international developments, foreign 
policy, and national security?

Interestingly, television news emerges as the primary source of information for voters 
overall, with “local television news” most used by voters, at 43 percent, as a source of for-
eign policy information, followed closely by “national network news” at 39 percent and 
cable television news at 33 percent. “Social media like Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram” 
and “national newspapers online or in print” are basically on par among voters at 21 
percent and 22 percent, respectively, with 17 percent of voters citing either “radio news 
or talk radio” or “family, friends, or colleagues” as sources of foreign policy news.

FIGURE 4

Most voters receive foreign policy news from TV, but social media 
are a bigger source of information among younger voters  

Total percentage of news sources selected by respondents, by generational group

* Includes Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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As highlighted in Figure 4, generational differences are pronounced in terms of where 
younger and older voters get their information about foreign policy and national 
security. For example, 53 percent of Baby Boomers cite local television news and an 
equal percentage of Silent Generation voters cite national network television news as 
their top source for information on these topics, while social media dominates among 
younger voters: 47 percent of Generation Z and 38 percent of Millennials use social 
media options as their top sources for foreign policy news. Younger generations also 
rely on local and network news for foreign policy information but at lower levels than 
older voters. In contrast, older voters report very low levels of social media use for 
foreign policy news and information.

In terms of the perceived personal impact of U.S. foreign policy on people, nearly two-
thirds of American voters believe that “foreign policy decisions our government makes 
matter to me and my family,” compared with less than 3 in 10 voters who believe that 
“foreign policy decisions made in Washington, D.C., don’t really impact me in my daily 
life” and another 6 percent who say they are not sure.

FIGURE 5

Overall, the effects of foreign policy decisions are felt 
by U.S. voters across political parties and generations  

Share of respondents, by category

Q. "Please indicate which statement comes closer to your view, even if neither statement is exactly right."

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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As Figure 5 shows, there are no significant demographic or partisan divides on 
perceived personal and family impact of foreign policy decisions, although perceived 
impact is slightly higher among older and more educated voters than among younger 
and less educated ones. However, perceived personal impact of foreign policy deci-
sions is greatly shaped by a voter’s engagement with foreign policy news on a regular 
basis. By a 23-point margin, voters with higher levels of self-reported attention to for-
eign policy news issues are much more likely to say U.S. foreign policy decisions affect 
them and their families, at 75 percent, than are those voters with lower levels of foreign 
policy engagement, at 52 percent.

As with engagement on foreign policy news, perceptions of personal impact shape 
voters’ views on a range of foreign policy questions, particularly those related to U.S. 
leadership and multilateralism: Lower perceived personal impact of U.S. foreign policy 
decisions correlates to lower agreement with statements about international engage-
ment and cooperative global efforts on things like climate change, poverty, disease, and 
the protection of human rights.

Although a majority of American voters believe that foreign policy decisions made 
by the government have an impact on their own lives, voters do not feel particularly 
affected by what is happening to people in others parts of the world.

FIGURE 6

Many U.S. voters feel disconnected from people in other countries  

Share of respondents, by political affiliation and race

Q. "How much does what happens to regular people in other countries impact you and your life?"

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Asked, “How much does what happens to regular people in other countries impact you 
and your life?”, only 10 percent of voters say “a great deal,” with another 36 percent say-
ing “some.” A majority of voters believe that what happens to people in other countries 
impacts them just “a little” or “not at all.” As highlighted in Figure 6, African American 
and Hispanic voters are much more likely than white voters to say that what happens 
to regular people in other countries impacts their own lives. Likewise, a majority of 
Democrats believe that what happens to those in other countries has “a great deal” or 
“some” influence in their own lives, compared with nearly 6 in 10 Independents and a 
similar percentage of Republicans who say it impacts them only “a little” or “not at all.” 

As with perceptions of the personal impact of U.S. foreign policy decisions on people’s 
lives, views about the connections between American voters and those in other 
countries are heavily shaped by ones’ overall attention to foreign policy news: Voters 
with high levels of attention to foreign policy news are much more likely than those 
with lower levels of attention, at 52 percent and 39 percent, respectively, to believe that 
what happens to regular people in other countries impacts them at least somewhat.
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Foreign policy goals and priorities

As we learned in the qualitative phase of this project, American voters across demo-
graphic and partisan lines express confusion about the specific goals and purposes of 
U.S. foreign policy and national security policies. Decades after the end of the Cold 
War and 18 years after the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United States, many voters are 
still asking: What exactly are we trying to accomplish as a nation? 

The survey confirms high levels of uncertainty about U.S. goals abroad among an array 
of voters. Asked to choose which of two statements comes closer to their own view, 
only a slight majority of voters, 51 percent, report, “I generally have a good under-
standing of our foreign policy goals and what the United States is trying to accomplish 
internationally,” while 43 percent say, “I am generally confused by our foreign policy 
goals and don’t really understand what the United States is trying to accomplish in its 
dealings with the rest of the world,” and another 6 percent are not sure.

As seen in Figure 7, there is some partisan dimension to these responses, most likely 
reflecting divergent views of President Trump’s leadership: 62 percent of Republicans 
say they have a good understanding of U.S. foreign policy goals, while 52 percent of 
Democrats say they are generally confused by U.S. foreign policy goals. However, these 
divisions are nowhere near as stark as opinions about President Trump overall and his 
foreign policy specifically. This suggests that voters across political lines are genuinely 
confused about what the United States is trying to accomplish internationally and are 
not just aligning with party labels.

For example, we find significant education and gender differences on responses to 
this question. Nearly 6 in 10 college educated voters feel they generally have a good 
understanding of U.S. foreign policy goals, while 39 percent of college educated 
voters say they are generally confused. In comparison, only 47 percent of noncollege 
educated voters say they have a good handle on what the United States is seeking 
to do with its foreign policy, while a nearly equal proportion say they are confused. 
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Additionally, men are much more likely than women to say that they have a good 
understanding of foreign policy goals. By a 20 percent margin, more men say they 
generally have a good understanding of U.S. goals than are confused about them; by 
a 4 percent margin, more women say they are generally confused by what the coun-
try is trying to accomplish in the world than have a good understanding of foreign 
policy goals.

Levels of engagement with foreign policy news and developments and foreign travel 
also shape perceptions about U.S goals among voters. By a 35 percent margin, voters 
who pay a great deal or quite a bit of attention to foreign policy news more often feel 
they generally have a good understanding of U.S. foreign policy goals, while voters with 
low levels of attention to foreign policy news feel more confused about U.S. goals inter-
nationally, by a 26 percent margin. Understanding of U.S. foreign policy goals is also 
higher among those who have traveled internationally in recent years: Roughly 6 in 10  

FIGURE 7

Democrats and less engaged groups report difficulty 
understanding current U.S. foreign policy  

Share of respondents, by category

Q. "Please indicate which statement comes closer to your view, even if neither statement is exactly right."

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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voters, or 57 percent, who say they have traveled overseas in the past five years feel they 
have a good understanding of foreign policy goals, compared with only 43 percent of 
voters who have never traveled outside of the country.

As with the patterns on attention to news and the perceived personal impact of 
foreign policy decisions, voters with more confusion about U.S. foreign policy goals 
in turn express lower levels of agreement with a range of international and military 
engagement concepts.

What are voters’ desired goals for U.S. foreign policy and national security? The study 
explored this question using two different measures, including an independent ranking 
of specific goals and a separate test of major priorities for the next five years.

Asked, “How important do you feel each of the following goals is when it comes to 
U.S. foreign policy?”, concerns about protecting the country from attacks and terrorism 
clearly dominate other important goals in voters’ minds. Figure 8 presents the cumula-
tive ratings of these different goals based on the percentage of voters rating each item 
as a “top priority” in the darker shade and the total percentage of voters rating each one 
as a combined “top priority” or “very important priority” in the lighter shade. As seen, 
nearly 90 percent of American voters say that “protecting the U.S. homeland from enemy 
attacks and terrorism” should be either a top or very important goal of U.S. foreign policy, 
with a full 63 percent of voters saying it should be a top priority.

This finding demonstrates that the shadow of the 9/11 attacks and its aftermath still 
looms large in the minds of many Americans, and terrorism remains an enduring issue 
for a large majority of voters.

None of the other goals measured in the survey approaches this level of top priority in 
voters’ minds. Forty-six percent of voters say that “protecting our democracy from for-
eign interference” should be a top priority, and 40 percent feel similarly about a goal of 
“ensuring that U.S. workers have good jobs and high wages.” Roughly one-third of vot-
ers give top priority ratings to goals around trade, working with allies, and strengthen-
ing U.S. borders. At the bottom of the list of top priorities, 27 percent of voters overall 
believe “fighting for equal rights for women, racial and ethnic minorities, and people 
of different faith traditions” should be a top priority goal; only 19 percent feel similarly 
about “promoting democracy and democratic values around the globe.”
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Interestingly, we find more partisan agreement about major foreign policy goals than 
might be expected given the large political divides in the country. These findings sug-
gest that there is a decent foundation for building a new foreign policy consensus that 
reaches across partisan and generational divides.

Although there are some differences in the degree of perceived priority on some 
items—particularly on terrorism—Republicans, Independents, and Democrats mainly 
agree about the importance of “protecting the U.S. homeland from enemy attacks and 
terrorism,” “protecting our democracy from foreign interference,” and “ensuring that 
U.S. workers have good jobs and high wages.” (see Figure 9) 

FIGURE 8 

Protecting against terrorism and foreign interference and ensuring 
good jobs for U.S. workers represent voters' top foreign policy goals  

Share of respondents who listed each issue as a top or important priority

Q. "How important do you feel each of the following goals is when it comes to U.S. foreign policy?"

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Beyond these areas of general consensus, however, significant partisan differences 
arise on other dimensions of U.S. foreign policy. For example, Democrats place a 
much higher priority than do Republicans on specific global issues such as climate 
change and equal rights and a much lower priority on border protection. Fifty-two 
percent of Democrats say that “working with allies and international institutions to 
confront global challenges like climate change, poverty, and disease” should be a top 
priority for the country compared with only 19 percent of Republicans. Forty-one 
percent of Democrats say that fighting for equal rights globally should be a top prior-
ity versus 14 percent of Republicans. In contrast, only 11 percent of Democrats feel 
that “strengthening our borders” should be a top national priority compared with 
nearly two-thirds of Republicans. (see Figure 9)

FIGURE 9 

Voters align on foreign policy goals around terrorism and foreign interference, 
but there are partisan divides on climate change and immigration  

 Share of respondents who listed each issue as a top priority, by political affiliation

Q. "How important do you feel each of the following goals is when it comes to U.S. foreign policy?"

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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In a separate exercise in the survey, we presented voters with a list of 12 specific items 
and asked them, “Which three of the following issues should be the top priorities for 
U.S. foreign policy in the next five years?”

As Figure 10 highlights, voters are concerned with a number of emerging issues in the 
foreign policy arena, with “protecting against terrorist threats from groups like ISIS or 
al-Qaeda” at the top of the list of priorities, chosen by 40 percent of voters, followed 
closely by “protecting jobs for American workers” at 36 percent and “reducing illegal 
immigration” at 35 percent. Roughly 3 in 10 voters also choose as top priorities issues 
such as “improving relationships with allies,” “combating global climate change,” “deal-
ing with nuclear threats in Iran and North Korea,” and “stopping Russian interference 
in U.S. government and politics.”

FIGURE 10 

Overall, U.S. voters prioritize protecting against terrorism, protecting jobs, 
and reducing illegal immigration in the next five years  

Share of respondents who listed each foreign policy issue as a top priority

Q. "Which three of the following issues should be the top priorities for U.S. foreign policy in the next five years?"

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Other issues such as “fighting global poverty and promoting human rights” and “pro-
moting democratic rights and freedoms abroad” fall further down the list of voter pri-
orities for the next five years. Although these other issues are clearly important foreign 
policy objectives, in voters’ minds they do not rise to the level of ideas centered on 
protection: protecting the homeland from attack, protecting people against terrorism, 
and protecting American jobs.

TABLE 1

Democrats and younger voters prioritize improving international alliances and combating climate change

Share of respondents who listed each foreign policy issue as a top priority, by political affiliation and generational group

Q. “Which three of the following issues should be the top priorities for U.S. foreign policy in the next five years?”

Democrat Independent Republican
Generation Z/

Millennial
Generation X

Baby Boomer/
Silent Generation

Protecting against terrorist 
threats from groups such as 
ISIS or al-Qaeda 

29 40 53 30 42 47

Protecting jobs for American 
workers

30 44 40 37 41 32

Reducing illegal immigration 10 34 64 25 34 44

Improving relationships with 
allies

40 27 22 33 30 30

Combating global climate 
change

48 28 9 38 26 24

Dealing with nuclear threats in 
Iran and North Korea

23 21 38 22 32 32

Stopping Russian interference 
in U.S. government and politics

41 26 11 27 24 29

Ending U.S. involvement in 
wars in the Middle East

20 28 18 23 22 17

Fighting global poverty and 
promoting human rights

27 16 9 31 16 11

Promoting international trade 13 13 14 13 15 13

Taking on China’s economic 
and military aggression

6 12 17 9 10 14

Promoting democratic rights 
and freedoms abroad

12 8 5 11 9 7

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on file with the authors.
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The survey reveals significant generational and partisan divides on issue priorities for 
the next five years, with younger voters and Democrats placing a much higher pre-
mium on combating global climate change—and less of a priority on reducing illegal 
immigration—than do older voters and Republicans. As seen in Table 1, which breaks 
out the top three issue priorities for each designated group, 48 percent of Democrats 
choose “combating global climate change” as their top issue priority, while 64 percent 
of Republicans place “reducing illegal immigration” at the top of their list. “Stopping 
Russian interference in U.S. government and politics” and “improving relationships 
with allies” round out Democrats’ top three issue priorities, but these are priorities for 
only around one-tenth and one-fifth of Republicans, respectively. 

Looking at generational differences on priorities for the next five years, combating 
climate change rises to the top of the issue list for Generation Z/Millennial voters, 
chosen by 38 percent, followed by protecting jobs for Americans and improving 
relationships with allies. In comparison, protecting the U.S. from terrorist threats and 
reducing illegal immigration are much more important issues for both Generation X 
and Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters.
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Basic views on U.S. leadership  
and values

Getting to the heart of the debate about whether American voters favor retrenchment 
in global affairs or still desire a leading role for the United States in the world, this 
study returns a mixed verdict. Voters overall have not become isolationists nor are they 
unified in support of robust U.S. leadership in the world.

Based on the results of this survey, the bulk of American voters today are adherents 
of “restrained engagement”—an approach that favors domestic investments that help 
America remain competitive in the world and prioritizes diplomatic, political, and eco-
nomic solutions over a military-first approach to global security challenges. American 
voters have not rejected traditional internationalism, but they are clearly weary after 
decades of military intervention in the Middle East and elsewhere and desire a focus 
on investment priorities geared more toward domestic infrastructure and the eco-
nomic opportunities of Americans.

In one of the most important measures in the survey, voters are essentially divided 
about the basic role of U.S. leadership in the world. Asked which statement comes 
closer to their view, a slight majority of voters believe that “America is stronger when 
we take a leading role in the world to protect our national interests and advance com-
mon goals with other allies,” versus 44 percent who believe the opposite, that “America 
is stronger when we focus on our own problems instead of inserting ourselves in other 
countries’ problems,” with another 5 percent of voters not sure either way.

As seen in Figure 11, there are big generational and educational splits on this core 
question about whether America is stronger by taking a leading role in the world 
or by focusing on its own problems. Pluralities of Generation Z/Millennial and 
Generation X voters prefer a focus on domestic problems—50 percent and 48 per-
cent, respectively—while a clear majority of Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters, 
59 percent, want to see America take a leading role in the world. Noncollege educated 
voters are basically split on the question, with many leaning toward a focus on domes-
tic problems, while college educated voters break strongly in the direction of global 
leadership, 60 percent to 36 percent.
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Interestingly, we find no real partisan differences on this basic measure of U.S. leader-
ship: 55 percent of Democrats and 51 percent of Republicans believe that America 
should take a leading role in the world. Independents are the real outliers here, with 51 
percent saying America is stronger when it focuses on its own problems.

Attention to foreign policy and perceived impact of foreign policy decisions also 
shape responses to this question: Strong majorities of those with high levels of atten-
tion to foreign policy news and agreement that foreign policy decisions impact their 
lives believe that America is stronger when it is taking a leading role in the world. 
Conversely, majorities of those with low levels of attention and little perceived per-
sonal impact believe the country is stronger when it focuses on its own problems first.

60

4846

36

FIGURE 11

On voters' views of the United States' global leadership role, 
the generational gap is greater than the partisan gap  

Share of respondents, by category

Q. "Please indicate which statement comes closer to your own view, even if neither statement is exactly right."

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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In a separate paired statement test, 56 percent of voters prefer the idea that “the United 
States should prioritize economic and diplomatic efforts, rather than military action, 
to protect our interests around the world,” versus 39 percent who believe that “the 
United States must always be prepared to take military action to protect our interests 
around the world,” with 5 percent unsure.

Looking at trends in Figure 12, majorities of voters across all generational groups favor 
prioritizing economic and diplomatic efforts over military action, with support for 
always being prepared for military action 16 percentage points higher among the old-
est voters than among the youngest ones. Large majorities of Democrats, at 72 percent, 
and Independents, at 59 percent, choose economic and diplomatic efforts over mili-
tary action, while nearly 6 in 10 Republicans prefer to always keep military action on 
the table. College educated voters also favor diplomacy over military action by a wide 
margin, 65 percent to 30 percent, while noncollege educated voters favor diplomacy 
by a smaller margin, 51 percent to 43 percent.

FIGURE 12

Most groups prefer prioritizing economic and diplomatic efforts, 
rather than military action, to protect U.S. interests  

Share of respondents, by category

Q. "Please indicate which statement comes closer to your own view, even if neither statement is exactly right."

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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In terms of values, voters express skepticism about claims that U.S. ideals and norms 
apply widely around the world. Asked, “Do you think American values like democ-
racy are universal to all people, regardless of country, or do you think they only apply 
to certain people and in certain parts of the world?”, only 45 percent of voters believe 
these values are universal, while 55 percent say they are confined to certain parts of the 
world. No real partisan differences emerge on this question, but older voters lean more 
heavily toward the idea that democratic values are not universal, perhaps reflecting 
their formative experiences with World War II and the Cold War.

FIGURE 13

The majority of voters believe that values such as democracy 
are not universal to all people and countries  

Share of respondents, by category

Q. "Do you think American values like democracy are universal to all people, regardless of country or culture,
      or do you think they only apply to certain people and in certain parts of the world?"

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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20 attitudes defining voters’  
foreign policy worldviews 

The core of the survey comprises 20 attitudinal questions broken into four separate 
groupings: U.S. leadership in the world, the use of force, multilateral actions on global 
issues, and “America First” ideas. Voters were asked to rate each statement indepen-
dently on a zero to 10 scale, with zero indicating that a respondent strongly disagrees 
with a statement and 10 meaning that a respondent strongly agrees with a statement.

Table 2, on the next page, lays out the total responses to the 20 attitudes, ranked by 
the total percentage of voters agreeing with each idea in the 8–10 range—the stron-
gest level of agreement—along with the overall mean level of agreement for each item 
based on the zero to 10 scale. In general, we find relatively low levels of strong disagree-
ment with these ideas, so this rank ordering allows us to differentiate those foreign 
policy and national security concepts with higher levels of strong agreement from 
those with lower levels of strong agreement.

At the top of the list, with 68 percent of voters strongly agreeing and a mean score of 
8.2, is the idea: “In order to remain competitive in the world, the United States must 
invest more to improve our own infrastructure, education, and health care, not just 
increase military and defense spending.” And at the very bottom of the list—with only 
33 percent of voters strongly agreeing and a mean score of just 5.9—is the inverse 
notion: “The United States must prioritize spending for the military and defense, even 
if it means making cuts in other areas.”

There is broad agreement with the statement about making American stronger at 
home to be more competitive abroad. Voters across party and generational lines 
clearly believe that to be strong in the world, the United States should do more to 
take care of key domestic needs and not just increase military and defense spending. 
Sixty-three percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters strongly agree with this top-
rated statement, along with 65 percent of Generation X voters and 73 percent of Baby 
Boomer/Silent Generation voters. Likewise, 74 percent of Democrats, 64 percent of 
Independents, and 62 percent of Republicans express strong agreement with the idea 
of domestic investment to bolster America’s global competitiveness.
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TABLE 2

20 attitudes defining voters’ worldviews on foreign policy

Share of respondents who strongly agree with the listed foreign policy worldviews

Q. “On a scale from 0 to 10, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each statement,  
where 0 means ‘strongly disagree’ and 10 means ‘strongly agree’.”

Foreign policy worldviews 

Percentage 
of voters who 

strongly agreed  
(8 to 10)

Mean  
score

In order to remain competitive in the world, the United States must invest more to improve our own  
infrastructure, education, and health care—not just increase military and defense spending.

68 8.2

Today, the United States faces new threats—such as cyberattacks, chemical weapons, and drones— 
that require coordinated military and intelligence efforts with governments across the world.

64 8.0

We must join together with other countries and international organizations to address global challenges  
that do not recognize borders, such as outbreaks of contagious diseases and climate change.

56 7.5

Other countries should pay more for their own security needs and stop expecting the United States to be  
the world’s policeman.

56 7.6

International trade benefits the United States because it opens markets for our goods and services,  
and we should be active in setting and enforcing fair rules for the global economy.

55 7.7

We should focus more on helping people here at home instead of getting involved in trying to help people  
in other parts of the world.

52 7.4

We have a responsibility to engage in military conflict in other nations in response to direct threats to the  
United States or attacks on U.S. interests.

51 7.3

Our country’s commitment to taking the leading role in shaping security and economic affairs around the  
world after World War II led to safer and more prosperous lives for Americans.

48 7.3

The United States has a responsibility to promote respect for human rights and access to basic living standards  
for all people, regardless of the country they live in.

48 7.1

We have an obligation to intervene with force when a nation or group is threatening genocide or other  
mass atrocities against innocent people.

46 7.1

International treaties and institutions such as NATO make us safer and serve our national interests. 46 7.1

In order to protect our country, we must secure our borders and put strong limits on both legal and  
illegal immigration.

46 6.6

As the world’s greatest superpower, we have a duty to engage in world affairs and help our allies maintain  
safety and security.

45 7.0

For too long, the United States has let other nations take advantage of us in terms of global trade and  
economic policies.

43 6.7

In foreign policy, the United States should take into account the interests of its allies, even if it means making 
compromises with them.

41 6.9

As the world’s longest-standing democracy, the United States has a special role to play in defending and 
promoting democratic values and institutions around the world.

41 6.9

The wars in the Middle East and Afghanistan were a waste of time, lives, and taxpayer money, and they did 
nothing to make us safer at home.

38 6.4

In order to accomplish our foreign policy goals, we need to do more to reduce the economic divisions between  
the haves and have-nots around the world.

37 6.6

Maintaining an active military presence in other countries is necessary to ensure our standing as the world’s 
greatest superpower and to protect our people.

35 6.3

The United States must prioritize spending for military and defense, even if it means making cuts in other areas. 33 5.9

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on file with the authors.
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In contrast, the concept of prioritizing military and defense spending above other 
domestic programs receives much lower levels of strong agreement, with massive 
partisan and generational differences emerging on this indicator. Only 20 percent of 
Democrats and 25 percent of Independents strongly agree with the idea of prioritiz-
ing military and defense spending above other domestic considerations compared 
with a full 50 percent of Republicans. Similarly, strong support for prioritizing 
defense spending increases with age, from a low of 24 percent among Generation Z/
Millennial voters to 30 percent among Generation X voters to nearly half of Baby 
Boomer/Silent Generation voters, at 49 percent.

As a complement to investing at home to make the nation more competitive globally, 
a broad section of American voters also want U.S. foreign policy decision-makers to 
focus on emerging threats in the world. Ranking second on the list, with 64 percent 
of voters strongly agreeing, is the statement: “Today, the United States faces new 
threats—such as cyberattacks, chemical weapons, and drones—that require coordi-
nated military and intelligence efforts with governments across the world.” Sixty-two 
percent of Democrats, 52 percent of Independents, and 71 percent of Republicans 
strongly agree with a focus on emerging threats, as do majorities of Generation 
Z/Millennial voters, at 53 percent; Generation X voters, at 56 percent; and Baby 
Boomer/Silent Generation voters, at 78 percent.

Beyond domestic investment and new threats, the study finds several ideas with broad 
partisan agreement—mainly related to U.S. leadership in the world—and others with 
more substantial partisan divides, particularly on indicators related to military engage-
ment, multilateral action on global issues, and “America First” ideas and immigration.

On the bi-partisan consensus side, majorities of both Democrats, at 56 percent, and 
Republicans, at 59 percent, strongly agree with this statement on shaping trade and 
the economy: “International trade benefits the United States because it opens markets 
for our goods and services, and we should be active in setting and enforcing fair rules 
for the global economy.” Nearly half of Democrats, at 48 percent, and a majority of 
Republicans, at 54 percent, also strongly agree with a defense of the post-war order 
described at the outset of the report: “Our country’s commitment to taking the leading 
role in shaping security and economic affairs around the world after World War II led 
to safer and more prosperous lives for Americans.” And more than 4 in 10 Republicans 
and almost half of Democrats express strong agreement that “as the world’s greatest 
superpower, we have a duty to engage in world affairs and help our allies maintain 
safety and security.” (see Figure 14)
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It should be noted that on each of these items, fewer Independent voters express strong 
agreement with statements about U.S. leadership in the world than do Democrats and 
Republicans, who are more aligned on these questions.

On other measures listed in Table 2, voters from the two major parties depart signifi-
cantly from one another. In addition to the partisan divide on prioritizing military 
spending, nearly two-thirds of Republicans strongly agree that, “We have a responsibility 
to engage in military conflict in other nations in response to direct threats to the United 
States or attacks on U.S. interests,” compared with 40 percent of Democrats. (see Figure 
15) Interestingly, 47 percent of voters from both parties express alignment on the coun-
try’s obligation to intervene with force to stop genocide or other mass atrocities, but the 
divide on the wisdom of military engagement in a larger sense remains apparent.

Partisan gaps are even wider on statements focused on multilateral action on global 
issues. In the year of the 70th anniversary of the creation of NATO, the study finds 60 
percent of Democrats strongly agreeing with the statement, “International treaties and 
institutions like NATO make us safer and serve our national interests,” compared with 
only 35 percent of Republicans and 36 percent of Independents who think similarly. 

FIGURE 14

There is overall bipartisan consensus on questions of U.S. global 
leadership, with lower levels of support from independents  

Share of respondents who strongly agree* with each statement, by political affiliation

Q. "On a scale from 0 to 10, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each statement, 
       where 0 means 'strongly disagree' and 10 means 'strongly agree'."

*Note: Responses of 8–10 indicate strong agreement.

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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FIGURE 15

Partisan differences are wider on military action, working with allies,
and 'America first' ideas  

Share of respondents who strongly agree* with each statement, by political affiliation

Q. "On a scale from 0 to 10, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each statement, 
      where 0 means 'strongly disagree' and 10 means 'strongly agree'."

*Note: Responses of 8–10 indicate strong agreement.

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Likewise, more than two-thirds of Democrats strongly agree that, “We must join together 
with other countries and international organizations to address global challenges that 
don’t recognize borders, like outbreaks of contagious disease and climate change,” com-
pared with less than half of Republicans and Independents. 

Issues involving human rights and fighting economic inequality produce equally large 
partisan divides in terms of strength of voter agreement. More than 6 in 10 Democrats 
strongly agree with the statement: “The United States has a responsibility to promote 
respect for human rights and access to basic living standards for all people, regardless 
of the country they live in.” In comparison, only 36 percent of Republicans and 40 
percent of Independents strongly agree with that sentiment. And although a major-
ity of Democrats, 53 percent, strongly agree that “in order to accomplish our foreign 
policy goals, we need to do more to reduce the economic divisions between the haves 
and have-nots around the world,” only 22 percent of Republicans and 28 percent of 
Independents express similar strong agreement. (see Figure 15)

Some of the starkest partisan divides arise on core components of President Trump’s 
“America First” approach. For example, more than three-quarters of Republicans 
strongly agree with a very restrictive view on immigration—“In order to protect our 
country, we must secure our borders and put strong limits on both legal and illegal 
immigration”—compared with just one-fifth of Democrats. Similarly, more than two-
thirds of Republicans strongly believe that “for too long, the United States has let other 
nations take advantage of us in terms of global trade and economic policies,” versus 
around one-fifth of Democrats. 

On other, less combative aspects of the president’s nationalist agenda—particularly 
ideas related to being strong at home and making allies pick up their share of secu-
rity—Democrats and Independents show more agreement, although at lower levels 
than his most ardent backers. Forty-one percent of Democrats and 55 percent of 
Independents strongly agree that “we should focus more on helping people here at 
home instead of getting involved in trying to help people in other parts of the world,” 
along with 62 percent of Republicans. Forty percent of Democrats also strongly agree 
that “other countries should pay more for their own security needs and stop expect-
ing the United States to be the world’s policeman,” with strong majorities of both 
Independents, at 55 percent, and Republicans, at 74 percent, aligned on this idea.
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Additionally, both Democratic and Independent voters express greater concern 
about interventions in the Middle East than do Republicans. Forty-four percent of 
Democrats and 41 percent of Independents strongly agree with a sharply worded 
criticism: “The wars in the Middle East and Afghanistan were a waste of time, lives, 
and taxpayer money, and they did nothing to make us safer at home,” compared with 
less than one-third of Republicans.

On the age front, we find clear evidence of generational differences on numerous 
ideas undergirding U.S. foreign policy, as well as some continuity of opinions across 
generations.

Table 3 presents several indices designed to measure aggregate levels of strong agreement 
across the 20 attitudes, which are combined into four categories: global leadership, mili-
tary engagement, multilateral cooperation, and “America First.” The numbers reported 
in the table represent the proportion of each age group registering a high score, defined 
as an average of 8 or higher on the zero to 10 scale across multiple questions included in 
each area. These groupings are not exclusive, meaning that people can be categorized in 
multiple groups depending on their attitudes. The table also designates a fifth category 
labeled “no strong foreign policy worldview,” which shows the proportion of each age 
group reporting an average of 6 or lower across all of the statements, indicating no strong 
opinions about any of the foreign policy questions assessed.

TABLE 3

There are wide generational divides on global leadership,  
military engagement, and ‘America First’ indices

Percentage of high* foreign policy index scores, by generational group

Generation Z/ 
Millennial Generation X

Baby Boomer/ 
Silent Generation

Global leadership index 29 35 50

Military engagement index 20 25 38

Multilateral cooperation index 34 32 37

“America First” index 22 32 44

No strong foreign policy 
worldview (mean score of 6  
or lower for all 20 attitudes)

43 36 20

*Note: For the purposes of this figure, a high index score is defined as an average response of 8 or higher across multiple questions in each index. 
Respondents can belong to multiple indices, so the numbers do not add to 100.

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 
5, 2019. Poll results and data are on file with the authors.
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As seen in Table 3, by double-digit margins, Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters 
express stronger agreement than Generation Z/Millennial voters on both the global 
leadership and military engagement indices, as well as on the “America First” index. 
Twenty-nine percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters rate a high score on the 
global leadership index, compared with 35 percent of Generation X voters and half 
of Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters. Similarly, only one-fifth of Generation Z/
Millennial voters and one-quarter of Generation X voters rate a high score on military 
engagement, versus nearly 4 in 10 of the oldest voting bloc.

The largest gap between the youngest and oldest voters is seen on the “America First” 
index: Only 22 percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters rate a high score on the 
composite “America First” index, compared with 32 percent of Generation X voters 
and 44 percent of Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters.

There is more alignment between generations on issues involving multilateral action to 
solve global problems, with 34 percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters, 32 percent 
of Generation X voters, and 37 percent of Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters rat-
ing a high score on this index.

Equally important to note, many younger voters tend to withhold strong agreement on 
all 20 of the issues and values assessed, consistent with findings on other measures in 
the survey showing lower levels of attention and greater confusion about U.S. foreign 
policy among the youngest voters. More than 4 in 10 Generation Z/Millennial voters 
report no strong opinions at all on any of the 20 foreign policy questions, along with 
36 percent of Generation X voters; in contrast, only one-fifth of Baby Boomer/Silent 
Generation voters fall into the “no strong foreign policy worldview” category.
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Social trust and Fox News  
effects on foreign policy views

The survey also included a three-part test of social trust, initially designed by the Pew 
Research Center, to help us examine whether, if at all, measures of interpersonal trust 
and perceptions of self-interest in other people influence foreign policy attitudes. The 
individual questions in the test, and their responses, include:

• “Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can’t 

be too careful in dealing with people?” Thirty-eight percent of voters said most are 
trustworthy; 62 percent said you can’t be too careful.

• “Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance, 

or would they try to be fair?” Forty-seven percent said most would try to be fair; 53 
percent said most would take advantage.

• “Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful or that they are mostly 

just looking out for themselves?” Fifty-one percent said most of the time people try 
to be helpful; 49 percent said people mostly look out for themselves.

The three questions were then combined into an index with designations for high 
social trust, comprising 27 percent of the electorate; medium social trust, with 38 
percent of the electorate; and low social trust, with 35 percent of the electorate, that 
allow us to examine the demographic composition of each group and to explore any 
potential differences on foreign policy views across the groups.

Social trust clearly increases with age and education levels, as Pew initially discov-
ered in 2007. Baby Boomer/Silent Generation voters make up more than half of the 
high social trust group, with 52 percent—twice the share represented by either the 
Generation Z/Millennial or Generation X cohorts, with 25 percent and 23 percent, 
respectively. Likewise, college educated voters comprise more than half of the high 
social trust group, with 51 percent, while noncollege educated voters make up 69 per-
cent of the low social trust category. In terms of the gender breakdown, men comprise 
a majority of the high social trust group with 53 percent, while women make up the 
majority of the low social trust group, with 54 percent.
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Looking at Figure 16, social trust in turn corresponds with several important trends on 
foreign policy and national security issues. Voters in the high social trust category report 
higher levels of attention to foreign policy news and developments, higher levels of 
perceived personal impact and connections to others, and higher levels of agreement that 
U.S values are universal than do voters in the low social trust category. Voters with high 
social trust are also in much stronger agreement with ideas about U.S. leadership in the 
world and the need for international cooperation. Forty-eight percent of high social trust 
voters rate a high score on the global leadership index, described in the previous section, 
and 46 percent rate a high score on the multilateral cooperation index, compared with 
33 percent and 28 percent of voters with low social trust, respectively. Conversely, voters 
with low social trust are more likely to rate a high score on the “America First” index, at 
39 percent, than are voters with high social trust, at 27 percent.

FIGURE 16

Voters with high social trust are more supportive of statements 
about U.S. leadership and working with allies, while voters with 
low social trust are more supportive of 'America First' statements  

Percentage of high* foreign policy index scores, by level of social trust

*Note: For the purposes of this �gure, a high index score is de�ned as an average response of 8 or higher across multiple questions in each index. 
Respondents can belong to multiple indices, so the numbers do not add to 100. Social trust is calculated based on responses to three questions: 
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can’t be too careful in dealing with people? Do you think most 
people would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance, or would they try to be fair? Would you say that most of the time people try to 
be helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for themselves?

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through 
March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Although these findings require more examination, it is interesting and important to see 
how views about interpersonal trust and self-interest help shape overall opinions about 
the United States’ role in the world. Given lower levels of social trust among the youngest 
generations, it remains to be seen if American voters will desire an even greater retreat 
from global engagement in the future, as Generation Z/Millennial voters come to make 
up a larger share of the electorate. Apathy may be more at work with these voters than 
outright opposition to robust engagement, but this area requires more research.

TABLE 4

Regular Fox News viewers score much higher than nonviewers  
on military engagment and ‘America First’ statements

Percentage of high* foreign policy index scores, by Fox News viewership

Regular Fox News viewer  
(daily or weekly)

Non-Fox News  
viewer

Global leadership index 48 35

Military engagement index 44 22

Multilateral cooperation index 28 38

“America First” index 50 26

No strong foreign policy worldview (a mean 
score of 6 or lower for all 20 attitudes)

22 35

*Note: For the purposes of this figure, a high index score is defined as an average response of 8 or higher across multiple questions in each index. 
Respondents can belong to multiple indices, so the numbers do not add to 100.

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 
5, 2019. Poll results and data are on file with the authors.

Turning to the impact of partisan media on foreign policy views, the study finds strong 
relationships between regular Fox News viewership—those who watch the cable 
network daily or weekly—and a range of foreign policy attitudes, particularly those 
related to “America First” nationalism. Some of this relationship between viewership 
and views is surely interactive, as Republicans and people who hold nationalist or pro-
Trump views are more likely to gravitate toward Fox News coverage. 

But the independent effect of Fox News on foreign policy views should be consid-
ered—37 percent of regular Fox News viewers in this survey self-identify as either 
Democrats or Independents, and 34 percent voted for President Barack Obama in the 
2012 election. As a leading source of information for many of Trump’s most ardent 
backers, as well as others not aligned with the Republican Party, Fox News has become 
a virtual megaphone for much of Trump’s nationalist pitch and his desired support for 
increased military spending and cuts to domestic programs. Subsequently, this study 
finds that regular Fox News viewers of all backgrounds score much higher than those 
who never watch Fox News on both the military engagement and “America First” indices.
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As Table 4 highlights, regular Fox News viewers are twice as likely as non-Fox viewers 
to rate a high score on the military engagement index—44 percent versus 22 percent—
and nearly twice as likely to rate a high score on the “America First” index—50 percent 
versus 26 percent. The strongest interaction of Fox News with foreign policy views is on 
the issue of immigration: 71 percent of regular Fox News viewers strongly agree that “in 
order to protect our country, we must secure our borders and put strong limits on both 
legal and illegal immigration,” compared with only 46 percent of voters overall.

Looking at other media effects, we find that regular viewers of both MSNBC and 
CNN score much higher than voters overall—and than regular Fox News viewers 
in particular—on the multilateral cooperation index: 57 percent of regular MSNBC 
viewers and 51 percent of regular CNN viewers score high on this index, compared 
with 35 percent of voters overall and 28 percent of regular Fox News watchers.
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Profiles of the major electorate groups 
based on foreign policy views 

Given the massive amount of information in this survey, we tried to condense the 
results into more manageable categories of voters based on their responses to mul-
tiple questions across multiple aspects of the survey. Based on exploratory factor 
analysis, a statistical method that examines the underlying structure of large numbers 
of variables, we find that there are three independent dimensions to voters’ views 
related, first, to U.S. leadership and military engagement; second, to nationalism and 
anti-immigration concerns; and third, to diplomacy and domestic investment over 
military action and to cooperation with allies on key global issues. Building off of this 
factor analysis, we assigned scores to each survey respondent based on their answers 
to the questions with statistically valid correlations to these three independent factors, 
which, in turn, become three major voter segments described below. 

This process produced three independent and quite interesting voter segments labeled 
as follows: “traditional internationalists,” comprising 18 percent of the electorate, 
“Trump nationalists,” comprising 33 percent of the electorate, and “global activists,” 
comprising 28 percent of the electorate. A fourth category of “foreign policy-disen-
gaged” voters, 21 percent of the electorate, was created to fully break down the entire 
voting population. Descriptions of each voter segment, plus important demographic 
and partisan breakdowns for each segment, are described in the text boxes below.

FIGURE 17 

Voters' foreign policy views and priorities fall into 4 distinct profiles  

Share of survey respondents belonging to each voter segment

Note: Voters were assigned to 1 of 4 segments based on their highest response score. Each segment includes several questions across the survey 
that were standardized to determine a 0 to 10 score. See the accompanying text boxes in the full report, available at https://www.americanprog-
ress.org/?p=469218 for more details on each segment. 

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through 
March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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Descriptions of voter segments

1. Traditional
internationalists
18 percent of the electorate

Score very high on:
• Duty to engage in world affairs
• Benefits of international trade
• Defending democratic values
• Obligation to use force  

in response to threats  
and genocide

• Working with allies on  
new threats like cyber- 
attacks and drones

Demographics:
• Democrats and Republicans
• High news attention
• International travelers
• High social trust and more  

trust in government

Top priorities:
• Terrorist threats
• Relationship with allies
• Russian interference  

in politics

3. Trump nationalists
33 percent of the electorate

Score very high on:
• Prioritizing military spending
• Focusing on people at home
• Can’t be the world’s policeman
• Others taking advantage  

of us on trade and need  
for restrictive immigration

• Protecting against  
terrorist attacks

Demographics:
• Republicans
• Older voters
• White noncollege educated
• Evangelicals
• Fox News viewers
• Low social trust

Top priorities:
• Illegal immigration
• Terrorist threats
• Protecting American jobs

2. Global activists
28 percent of the electorate

Score very high on:
• Working with allies on  

climate, disease, and poverty
• Fighting for global equal rights
• Importance of international 

institutions  
such as NATO

• Reducing divisions between 
haves and have-nots

Demographics:
• Democrats
• African Americans 
• College educated women
• Heavy social media users
• High social trust

Top priorities:
• Climate change
• Russian interference in politics
• Relationship with allies

4. Foreign policy 
disengaged
21 percent of the electorate

Not in any of the  
other categories:
• Low scores on major indicators 
• Believe America is stronger 

when we focus on our  
problems rather than take  
a leading role in world 

• Low intensity on priorities
• Low perceived personal  

impact of foreign policy 
decisions

Demographics:
• Independents
• Latinxs 
• Generation Z/Millennials
• Noncollege educated,  

mix of Democrats  
and Independents

Top priorities:
• Protecting American jobs
• Relationship with allies
• Terrorist threats

Trump nationalists
33% of the electorate

Foreign policy 
disengaged
21% of the electorate

Traditional 
internationalists

18% of the electorate

Global activists
28% of the electorate

Global engagement

3

4

2
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Views of other countries

Although prior surveys have explored Americans’ opinions about other countries or 
regions, our qualitative phase suggested that voters hold some competing ideas about 
these relationships.5 In the survey, we therefore presented a range of countries and 
requested of respondents, “Please indicate whether you think this country or group of 
countries is mostly a friend of the United States, mostly an enemy of the United States, 
or mostly a competitor of the United States,” and directed them to pick the one label 
that best describes the country or region in their mind if more than one applies.

Examining Table 5, the list of countries or group of countries described as mostly a 
friend of the United States by majorities of American voters is topped by the United 
Kingdom at 81 percent, followed by France at 70 percent, Germany at 61 percent, 
Israel at 61 percent, the European Union at 56 percent, and Japan at 56 percent.

In contrast to these perceived strong allies of the United States, North Korea, at 76 per-
cent, and Iran, at 71 percent, top the list of countries described by majorities of voters 
as mostly an enemy, with Russia, at 57 percent, also designated as mostly an enemy of 
the United States by a majority of voters. Thirty-six percent of voters describe Saudi 
Arabia as mostly an enemy of the United States, 17 points higher than the percentage 
of Americans calling the country a friend.

China overwhelmingly emerges as America’s chief competitor in voters’ minds. Fifty-
six percent of voters say China is mostly a competitor of the United States—the only 
nation labeled as mostly a competitor by a majority of voters. Japan, at 27 percent, and 
India, at 23 percent, pose some competition to the United States in voters’ opinions 
but at much lower levels than China.

Views about other countries are mostly aligned across party and demographic lines, with 
the exception of some higher profile nations that have recently been in the news or part 
of political debates about foreign policy. For example, although Mexico is mostly viewed 
as a friend of the United States at 46 percent, 22 percent of voters overall view their coun-
try’s southern neighbor as mostly a competitor. Republican and Independent voters, 
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though, hold more antagonistic views of Mexico than do Democrats: only 35 percent of 
Republicans and 40 percent of Independents view Mexico as mostly a friend compared 
with 57 percent of Democrats. Democrats, on the other hand, at 66 percent, are more 
likely than Republicans, at 51 percent, and Independents, at 47 percent, to label Russia as 
mostly an enemy of the United States.

Large generational divides emerge on perceptions of Israel’s relationship to the 
United States, with older voters much more of the view that Israel is mostly a friend 
of America than are younger voters. Seventy-three percent of Baby Boomer/Silent 
Generation voters and 62 percent of Generation X voters describe Israel as mostly a 
friend, compared with 43 percent of Generation Z/Millennial voters. However, many 
Generation Z voters, 35 percent, report not knowing enough or not having an opinion 
about whether Israel is mostly a friend, enemy, or competitor.

TABLE 5

The United Kingdom is seen as the top friend of the United States, North Korea and Iran as our top enemies,  
and China as our main competitor

Total percentage for each country or group of countries

Q. “Please indicate whether you think this country or group of countries is mostly a friend of the United States, mostly an enemy of the United States, or mostly 
a competitor of the United States. If more than one of these labels could apply, please pick the one that best describes this country or group of countries.”

Mostly a friend
Percentage  

of respondents
Mostly  

an enemy
Percentage  

of respondents
Mostly  

a competitor
Percentage  

of respondents

United Kingdom 81 North Korea 76 China 56

France 70 Iran 71 Japan 27

Germany 61 Russia 57 Russia 26

Israel 61 Saudi Arabia 36 India 23

European Union 56 Venezuela 34 Mexico 22

Japan 56 China 23 Saudi Arabia 19

Mexico 46 Turkey 18 European Union 18

India 41 Mexico 16 Germany 16

Turkey 23 Israel 11 France 12

Saudi Arabia 19 Germany 5 Turkey 12

Venezuela 16 India 5 Venezuela 10

China 10 European Union 4 North Korea 9

Russia 6 Japan 4 Iran 8

Iran 3 France 3 United Kingdom 7

North Korea 3 United Kingdom 1 Israel 7

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on file with the authors.
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Despite Russia being viewed as mostly an enemy of the United States and China being 
seen as the chief global competitor, American voters are conflict-averse, strongly desire 
more cautious steps with both of these countries, and firmly reject a primarily military-
based response in dealing with them.

As Figure 18 shows, given three options on dealing with Russia, a plurality of voters say, 
“The United States should take a more cautious approach in dealing with Russia and try 
to find ways to defuse political tensions and increase economic cooperation,” while 3 
in 10 voters believe that “the United States should employ all available measures short 

FIGURE 18 

Overall, voters desire a cautious foreign policy approach toward China but 
are open to a more assertive posture toward Russia, short of military action  

Total percentage for each response

Source: Center for American Progress and GBAO national online survey of 2,000 registered voters, 
conducted from February 23, 2019, through March 5, 2019. Poll results and data are on �le with the authors.
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14%

13%

25%

47%

15%

Best approach to Russia

The United States should put all options on the table, including military action, 
to stop Russian aggression against NATO allies and other allied nations such as Ukraine.

Best approach to China

The United States should put all options on the table, including military action, 
to stop Chinese expansion in the South China Sea and to defend U.S. allies.

The United States should employ all available measures short of military confrontation to 
ensure that Russia does not interfere in places such as Eastern Europe or meddle in U.S. politics.

The United States should take a more cautious approach in dealing with Russia 
and try to find ways to defuse political tensions and increase economic cooperation.

The United States should employ all available measures short of military confrontation to compete 
with China globally and stop unfair trade practices that hurt our workers and the U.S. economy.

The United States should take a more cautious approach in dealing with China 
and try to find ways to defuse political tensions and increase economic cooperation.

I'm not sure.

I'm not sure.
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of military confrontation to ensure that Russia does not interfere in places like Eastern 
Europe or meddle in U.S. politics.” Less than one-fifth of voters believe that “the United 
States should put all options on the table, including military action, to stop Russia 
aggression against NATO allies and other allied nations like Ukraine.”

Using a similar formulation, nearly half of all voters believe that “the United States 
should take a more cautious approach in dealing with China and try to find ways to 
defuse political tensions and increase economic cooperation,” with one-quarter of 
voters thinking that “the United States should employ all available measures short 
of military confrontation to compete with China globally and stop unfair trade 
practices that hurt workers and our economy.” A scant 13 percent of voters want to 
put military action on the table to “stop Chinese expansion in the South China Sea 
and to defend U.S. allies.” Republican voters desire a more confrontational approach 
to China, while a solid majority of Democrats favor a more cautious approach with 
steps to defuse tensions and increase cooperation.
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Conclusion

Although this report presents just one study of public opinion on foreign policy and 
national security issues, the findings strongly suggest that political leaders and for-
eign policy elites today are missing much of what the American voting public desires 
in this area.

Debates about maintaining the rules-based international order, working with allies 
through global alliances and multilateral institutions, promoting democracy, and fight-
ing rising authoritarianism are clearly important matters. But they are secondary issues 
for voters, particularly as currently articulated to the public. In today’s fractured politi-
cal and media-driven environment, old foreign policy language and ideas no longer 
penetrate the minds of most voters.

Voters do not see how these elite debates relate to their primary concerns around 
security and terrorism and a strong economy. They do not connect these debates to 
their shared desire for more domestic investments in infrastructure, education, and 
health care to make America more competitive in the world. They do not see how 
these debates are connected to new threats from cyberattacks, chemical weapons, and 
drones. They do not see these debates leading to a plan for the United States to mea-
sure up against China on the global stage.

To more fully engage the American public, this study suggests that foreign policy elites 
and policy makers should make these debates more tangible to voters, grounded in 
real security and economic priorities and more closely related to what voters desire 
most: an America that is stronger at home in order to be stronger in the world. 
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